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NAMI is the National Alliance on Mental Illness, the nation’s largest grassroots mental health organization
dedicated to building better lives for the millions of Americans affected by mental illness.
NAMI San Antonio provides free peer-led mental health education classes and support groups for individuals
living with a mental health condition and their loved ones, as well as hosts community events.
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I have been with NAMI San Antonio since approximately 1990.
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It is currently administered, sustained, and functioning in the San Antonio
metropolitan area as an activist agency for mental health treatment and reform better than ever. The current board
members are outstanding and dedicated to the goals of NAMI. Our trained volunteers are outstanding, and our NAMI
Mental Health recovery programs are empirically proven to be effective. We also have a highly qualified professional
staff.
Our affiliate exemplifies NAMI’s National mission; namely it is an organization dedicated to building better for
the millions of Americans affected by mental health. NAMI advocates for access to services, treatment, support, and
research and is steadfast in its commitment to raising awareness and building a community of hope for all of those in
need. As its name indicates NAMI (National Alliance on Mental Illness) is an ALLIANCE.
NAMI has an overarching mission and a vision statement. Its mission is to provide advocacy, education, support,
and public awareness so that all individuals and families affected by mental trauma can build better lives. Our vision is
where all people affected by mental health conditions live fulfilling lives supported by caring communities. NAMI Core
Values embraces HOPE and INCLUSION. We believe in the possibility of recovery, wellness, and the potential of
wellbeing in all of us. We also believe in embracing diverse backgrounds, cultures, and perspectives.
In accordance with the above values, NAMI SA has been pleased to sponsor and work with Bridges to Care in
their advocacy to develop Mental Health Friendly Congregations. Seeing BTCSA actualize NAMI’s mission and values in
developing MH welcoming congregations is a dream come true for myself. In 1990 retiring from the military being a
{Continued on p. 2)

NAMI General Meeting Tuesday, April 12 at 11:30 am
See p. 3 for details
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(Continued from p. 1)
single parent of two sons and recovering from major depression, I came to San Antonio and promptly found a church
home- Antioch Baptist Church and NAMI SA. Antioch currently, along with other mental health friendly congregations is
a stalwart among others, building mental health friendly congregations, and this is an outstanding example of NAMI’s
mission and vision in working in alliance with other groups to effectively promote mental health recovery and fight
against stigma.
Subsequent to my major bout with a major depression, NAMI and my church were instrumental in my recovery
and the continuance of my professional social work career. I am still 30 years later a part of both.
If anyone who reads this letter wants to be a part of an alliance to promote mental wellness and promote
kindness, then I strongly recommend that they support financially NAMI SA and Bridges To Care SA. Additionally, NAMI
has free empirically proven Mental Health recovery programs and a need for dedicated volunteers. If you would like to
help as a volunteer or take or participate in our programs, please call NAMI at 210-734-3349.
Respectfully,
Cliff
Cliff McGlotten LCSW/ACSW
MAT/MSW
Former NAMI National FaithNet Member
Former NAMI TX Board Vet Liaison
NAMI-San Antonio Board member/Education Co-Chair

NAMI-San Antonio General Meeting
Tuesday, April 12, 11:30 am - a Hybrid Meeting!
NAMI San Antonio has had many requests for housing for persons with a mental health condition who many
times have low income and very few affordable housing options. We are happy to announce that we are dedicating
April’s General Meeting for such worries. NAMI San Antonio will have three well-versed guest speakers to address these
concerns and share what is being done to address the affordable housing issue, share what affordable options are
available in our community, and how the lack of affordable housing impacts our loved ones.

Mark Carmona
City of San Antonio
Chief Housing Officer

Brandee Perez
San Antonio Housing Authority (SAHA)
Chief Executive Officer

Laurie Ivy
Haven for Hope
Senior Case Manager

The In-Person part of this hybrid meeting will be held at Covenant Presbyterian, 211 Roleto Dr., 78213, in their
Mission Room. A light lunch will be served at 11:30 am and everyone will need to register in advance on Zoom to let us
know if they will be attending in person or virtually – RSVP Deadline is April 8!
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NAMI Volunteer of the Month:
Laurie Packard
Laurie Packard has been with
connected with NAMI San Antonio
since 2018 when she took her first
Family-to-Family class, and she started
as a volunteer in 2019. She originally
hails from northern California but does
have Texas roots – her maternal grandfather was born in San Antonio in 1900 and her
mother was also born in San Antonio – at Fort Sam Houston! After graduating from St.
Mary’s College of California, she relocated to Texas in 1976 and before a several years break
to be a “full-time” mother, she worked for two different Mexican universities and enjoyed a
fair amount of work-related travel. She was married to her saintly husband Joe in 1980, and
sons Kiran and Sunil came along over the next few years. When the children headed off to
school, Laurie returned to the “paid” workforce, this time in the healthcare field, until she
delightedly took advantage of an opportunity to become a school librarian. This work
became her passion and joy for the next 20 odd years and even led her to complete a
Master’s Degree in Library and Information Science at UT Austin.
Laurie enjoys doing all the “small” things for NAMI which support the efforts of other staff members; part of her
retirement mantra was to “not be in charge of anything”! She is a member of the General Meeting planning subcommittee and has worked behind the scenes at the meetings on Zoom to note attendance and chat a welcome to new
participants. Opening up the meetings (this month!) to a hybrid format – in person and virtually – will bring some new
ways of doing things, and she looks forward to continuing her work with the planning group. She also feels blessed to be
part of the Warmline team; besides just trying to express her caring and compassion, this effort allows her to exercise
her librarian background to seek out useful information and resources for our callers and keep her brain a little sharper!
Her other brain-related interests are weekly Scrabble games and lots of reading – particularly “cozy” mysteries
and the more serious books for her two
book clubs. Being an Enneagram 2 asks
that she integrate in the direction of a 4,
and she best works on her creativity
objective outside in the garden – which
also provides physical exercise and the
many health benefits of simply being in
nature. She is particularly interested in
using native plants to wildscape for
hummingbirds and butterflies.
Laurie is very grateful to be part of the
NAMI San Antonio community and, by
extension, NAMI throughout the country.
As she is fond of repeating, “A billboard I
saw expresses much of my belief – ‘What’s
the purpose of it all? To help each other
through it all.’” She adds, “NAMI
continues to be a life preserver in my life,
and I will continue to add my witness –
loudly! - to the core NAMI values of hope,
inclusion, empowerment, and
compassion.”
Would you like to be a Volunteer for NAMI
or Bridges-to-Care? Fill out the Online
Volunteer form HERE.
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National Alliance on Mental Illness provides support, education, referral sources, public awareness, and legislative
advocacy to build better lives.

NAMI San Antonio Warmline
(210) 734-3349
Monday – Friday | 9:00 am – 5:00 pm
Our Warmlines is free and confidential.
Our Warmline provides support and resources.
Sometimes you just need to talk to someone about your mental health
or you many need to talk to us about someone you know that is struggling
with a mental health diagnosis.
Our Warmline is staffed by persons touched by lived experience; they know what it’s like to need help.
Warmlines are different from crisis lines —a warmline provides an array of support and information to address
your needs or the needs of a loved one.
NAMI offers Signature Programs which are free of charge; we offer classes and support groups – in person
and online.

NAMI San Antonio | www.nami-sat.org

Disclosure: The NAMI Warmline Is not a crises line or medical clinic. For emergencies, please call 911. We
do not offer legal advice or representation, psychiatric care, case management, financial assistance.

Make Sure to Renew you NAMI Membership or become e NAMI Member!

Would you like to get the latest mental health updates, participate in online discussion groups, learn how to advocate in your
community and add your voice to the mental health movement?
Create a NAMI account for FREE:
Subscribe to content that interests you, such as NAMINow! Connect with others in discussion groups, manage your profile,
preferences, and subscriptions. Upgrade any time!

Consider NAMI membership and one payment gives you access to the local, state, and national levels. Joining helps build donor
confidence, plus we learn more from our fellow members and peers!
There are three (3) membership options depending on what works best for you and your family:
• $60 per year for Household: Includes all members living at the same address
(This is ideal if you attend Family-to-Family and/or want to train to be a program leader/presenter.)
• $40 per year for Individual
(This is ideal if you attend Peer-to-Peer, Connection and/or want to train to be a program leader or outreach
presenter.)
• $5 per year for Open Door: Limited budget? We got you!
All members have the benefits of a free account plus:
• Receive the NAMI Advocate magazine
• Get discounts at the NAMI Store
• Earn member-only content online
• Have access to discounts at the annual National Convention
More importantly, NAMI San Antonio members make our voice stronger in legislative advocacy.
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NAMI – San Antonio needs YOUR Participation! Sign up TODAY!
Homefront online. Tuesdays, 4/12-5/17 from 6:00pm -8:30pm. Registration link: https://forms.office.com/r/bSbCna4Ecs
Based on the nationally recognized Signature NAMI Family-to-Family program, NAMI Homefront is designed to address
the unique needs of family, caregivers, and friends of those who have served or are currently serving our country. The
program is taught by trained family members of service members/veterans with mental health conditions. NAMI
Homefront is a free, 6-session educational program for families, caregivers, and friends of military service members and
veterans with mental health conditions.
Basics online. Thursdays, 4/21-5/26 from 6:15pm-8:45pm. Registration link: https://forms.office.com/r/QYPKYVfXFW
NAMI Basics is a free, six (6) week education program for parents and/or family caregivers of children and teens
(through 22 years old) who are experiencing symptoms of a mental illness or whom have already been diagnosed. In the
NAMI Basics program, you’ll learn the facts about mental health conditions and how best to support your child at home,
at school, and when they’re getting medical care.
Family-to-Family in person (Boerne, TX). Thursdays, 4/28-6/16 from 6:30pm-9:00pm. Registration link:
https://forms.office.com/r/WUEvg2Xas6
Family-to-Family is a free, eight (8) class education program for family members of adults living with mental illness. The
program is designed to help all family members understand and support their loved one with mental illness while
maintaining their own well-being. Thousands of families describe the program as life-changing

New Groups Starting in April
o
o

Women’s Veteran Group will start Tuesday April 5th from 11:30am – 1:00pm and meet every week
through Zoom
Black, Indigenous, and Persons of Color Group will start Monday April 11th from 6:00 – 7:30pm and meet
every 2nd and 4th Monday of the month through Zoom

Facilitators Needed
o

o

LGBTQIA+ Connections
 “NAMI San Antonio is looking for individuals who want to lead a support group. If you are part of
the LGBTQIA+ community, have a mental health condition, and are currently living in wellness
please email Analicia Coronado at Analicia.c@nami-sat.org to ask about becoming trained.”
FSG
 “NAMI San Antonio would like to start a Family Support Group for Parents and Caregivers of
Children and Teens but need facilitators with lived experience. If you fit this description and
would like to lead a support groups for other families in our area please email Analicia Coronado
at analicia.c@nami-sat.org.”
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News from NAMI – National

Join us at NAMICon 2022, NAMI's annual convention taking place virtually June 14–16.
The pandemic and global events of the past two years have had a profound effect on the mental health
of all of us across the country. It is more essential than ever to bring our community Together for
Mental Health to learn about new research, resources and solutions and to facilitate networking with
peers and colleagues from around the country and the globe.
NAMICon 2022 will feature more than 30 workshops built around five tracks along with plenary speakers
and special events (schedule to come) at an incredible value: $10 for students and peers, $15 for NAMI
members; $25 for non-members.

Register Today
NAMI’s “You Are Not Alone” Book Now Available To Pre-Order
NAMI’s first ever book releasing this fall, “You Are Not Alone: The
NAMI Guide to Navigating Mental Health,” is now available to preorder!
Written by NAMI Chief Medical Officer Dr. Ken Duckworth with authority and
compassion, the book is the essential resource for individuals and families
seeking expert guidance on diagnosis, treatment and recovery.
Featuring inspiring, true stories from real people in their own words,
Dr. Duckworth interviewed 130 individuals who have been affected by mental
illness, both individuals with mental illness and caregivers to share their
wisdom and perspectives.
“What makes this book different — the secret sauce — is the ability to
learn from more than 100 people who have walked this arduous path toward
recovery exactly what helped them and what they believe can help others,”
Duckworth said.
The book covers topics such as how to get help, pathways to recovery,
the intersection of culture and mental health, and many more important
topics to guide any person’s mental health journey.
All proceeds from the book benefit NAMI and its mission.
To preorder, visit https://zandoprojects.com/books/you-are-not-alone/.
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News
– Texas
Fromfrom
NAMINAMI
National:
Announcing: NAMI Texas Book Club
NAMI Texas is ecstatic to announce the launch of the new NAMI Texas Virtual Book Club! This book
club is free to participate in and is open to everyone. The first book club meeting will be on Tuesday, May
31st, at 7 pm CT, coinciding with the final day of Mental Health Month (May).
For our first book, we will be reading Healing: Our Path from Mental Illness to Mental Health by Dr.
Thomas Insel. This book has been described as a "bold, expert, and actionable map for the re-invention of
America’s broken mental health care system".
Join us May 31st for a fun conversation on Zoom about Dr. Insel's wonderful book! Register Here!
Get Your Book Here

Register for Book Club here

NAMI Texas recognizes the importance and value of
reading. Whether you are a long-time avid reader, or
are simply looking to explore reading “for pleasure”,
anyone can get involved in this fun hobby! There are
many health and wellness benefits to reading. Just to
name a few:
•
•
•
•

Improved brain function (memory, cognition)
Improved vocabulary and comprehension
Better ability to empathize with others
Reduces stress and improved quality of sleep

Join us for NAMI Texas’ new, and free to attend Virtual
Book Club through Zoom. Quarterly starting May 2022,
NAMI Texas will highlight our Book Club selection (with
input from Book Club members). Our picks will vary in
topic, both fiction and non-fiction, but in general will be focused on mental health and wellness.
You don’t have to finish the entire reading to attend—just come prepared to participate in active discussion
with key takeaways. These meetings are open to all individuals and professionals.
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Relationships are Important for Positive Growth
I have been working with NAMI Bridges to Care – San Antonio (BTCSA) since Day
One – October 1, 2020, and it has been an exciting year and a half! To date, we have
trained or are in the process of training, 500 individuals in close to 60 congregations and
organizations (see p. 9 for statistics) to be companions to those with mental health issues.
One of my greatest joys within my work at BTCSA is meeting each and every
single Wellness Champion, getting to know them, hearing their stories, and learning from
them. I just love it when they learn something in training, hear about a valuable resource,
and express their joy in being given the tools to be able to help someone with mental
health concerns. I am also inspired by their commitment to do all this as volunteers. Their
passion for compassion is exciting to witness!
In this grass-roots movement that is BTCSA, we are all here to help make our
families, communities, city, state, nation, and the world a healthier, more compassionate,
and loving place in which we can all thrive.
The key to this is RELATIONSHIPS. Sometimes the relationships are personal, like
with families and close friends. Sometimes the relationships are private, like with our intimate partners or ourselves.
Sometimes the relationships are public, like Rev. Jermine Alberty describes in Pathway to Promises’ Companionship
Workshop – when we are helping an individual with mental health concerns.
We are adding some information to this newsletter to help foster communication and relationship between
Wellness Champions and between Congregations and Organizations. To that end, we have created an article titled, “In
the NAMI-Bridges Family,” in which we can celebrate Wellness Champions’ joys, achievements, life-cycle events, and
support one another in times of sorrow. Please see p. 11 for our first-time run, and send any achievements, joys, and
sorrows to me to be included in the May BridgeBuzz newsletter.
We are continuing our article that highlights a different Congregation or Organization each month so we can
learn and be inspired by one another, and to encourage greater communication. This month’s featured Congregation is
Praise Cathedral Church of God in Christ (COGIC) on page 10.
Thank you, BTCSA Wellness Champions, for all you have done and will continue to do. I look forward to building
and deepening our relationships with one another for a long time to come as we work together for positive growth.

Geri Gregory
NAMI-Bridges to Care San Antonio
Training & Communications Coordinator
210-242-1226 office
geri.g@nami-sat.org
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Update on NAMI – BTCSA Trainings
NAMI - Bridges to Care – San Antonio (Nami-BTCSA) is constantly seeking to improve
our list of trainings, both required and elective, to keep our Wellness Champions up-to-date
on current trends in mental health and wellness. Following is a list of our current lineup.
Contact Geri Gregory to register for any of these sessions.
Tuesday, April 5, 7:00 to 8:00 pm
ORIENTATION (Led by Donna Costa & Geri Gregory)
Monday, April 11, 6:00 to 9:00 pm
Companionship (Offered by Pathways to Promise and Facilitated by Rev. Jermine Alberty)
Thursday, April 14, 10:00 to 11:30 am
Trauma Informed Care (Provided by The Ecumenical Center)
Wednesday, April 20, 6:00 to 9:00 pm
Family & Friends/In Our Own Voice (Provided by NAMI-San Antonio & Facilitated by Analicia Coronado)
DATE TBD Soon!, 6:00 to 7:30 pm
Suicide Prevention (Presented by The Ecumenical Center)
Monday, April 25, 6:00 to 8:30 pm
Building a Mental Health Program in Your Congregation or Organization (Offered by SALT Initiative & Facilitated by
Rev. Jermine Alberty)
Thursday, April 28, 6:00 to 7:30 pm
Mental Health Resources (Presentations by NAMI-San Antonio, SACRD.org, & Special Charge to Wellness
Champions by Geri Gregory)
Other Training Courses Offered
Tuesday, April 12, 9:00 am to 1:30 pm (You MUST register at least 1 week ahead, & complete 2 hours online pre-coursework)
Youth Mental Health First Aid (Provided by The Center for Health Care Services)
Tuesday, April 19, 9:00 am to 3:30 pm (You MUST register at least 1 week ahead, & complete 2 hours online pre-coursework)
Adult Mental Health First Aid (Provided by The Center for Health Care Services)
Tuesday, April 26, 3:00 to 5:00 pm
Domestic Violence: “Intimate Partner Violence in LGBTQIA Communities” (Offered by The P.E.A.C.E. Initiative &
Facilitated by Patricia Castillo & Bianca Sapet)
***** FIRST TIME TO BE OFFERED!! Wednesday, April 27, 6:00 to 8:00 pm
Recovery from Substance Use (Provided by Rise Recovery)
NOTE: Those Wellness Champions who have already completed their BTCSA Training are invited to take any of the new
trainings they wish free of charge! Just contact Geri Gregory. Likewise, please direct any questions at all about trainings
to Geri.
BTCSA Facts (as of April 1, 2022)
500 Wellness Champions trained or in training
65 Congregations or Organizations designated as “Behavioral HealthFriendly”
4 Cohorts Fully Formed
15 Cohorts in Formation
Have a look at our website: https://www.nami-sat.org/bridges-to-care
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Monthly Highlight on individual NamiBTCSA Congregations/Organizations
Praise Cathedral Church of God in Christ (COGIC)
Submitted by Minister Leonard Allen and Tracy Hurte

During April 2019 while attending the Region 20 Education Service Center, (ESC-20)
Youth Mental Health First Aid Certification course the Lord impressed upon me to inquire
about the possibility of the class being taught at the church. Understanding that the course
would positively change student behavior and improve student achievement. The instructor initially informed me that
she was not allowed to instruct outside the ESC-20. Later in the afternoon before the end of the 8 hour class the
instructor informed me on a break that she had spoken to the supervisor, and obtained approval to arrange training. In
addition, all materials would be free due to available funding. Starting Saturday 22 June 2019 and for the next 2 years
every quarter the course was hosted in the church and open to the community. A range of 20-25 congregants and
community individuals attend every quarter. In 2020, we added the Adult Mental Health First Aid to an alternating
rotation of classes. In January 2021, I was introduced to Bridges to Care San Antonio project (BTC-SA) by Ann Helmke
(DHS). Rev. Helmke connected me with Geri Gregory. Ms. Gregory communicated about receiving the designation of a
Behavioral Health Wellness Friendly Congregation. Several of the congregation members had already completed 2 of the
training modules therefore, we were on our way.
Praise Cathedral COGIC Mental Health & Wellness came about because of the leading of the Lord and the
recognition of the importance of mental health & wellness at every stage of life, from childhood and adolescence
through adulthood.
Bridges to Care took our Mental Health First Aid education and training into the next level by offering education,
training, structure, guidance and support so that intervention could occur in an holistic manner for the congregation and
community.
Plans for our Mental Health Ministry
•
•
•

To raise community awareness by coordinating mental health symposiums and screenings in collaboration with
our nursing ministry.
Promote mental wellness and education and develop an outreach program.
To offer affordable access to mental health care in our community utilizing faith-based Online Services. Also, we
became the first church in San Antonio to operate as an independent provider offering outpatient and home
services.
Praise Cathedral’s
Mental Health Leaders,
from left:
Minister Michael
Hilliard, Darleen Hilliard,
Bishop Sheldon Rhodes,
Tracy Hurte, Minister
Leonard Allen, Dr. David
Bush.
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In the NAMI-Bridges Family…
We congratulate those who have achieved
something extra-special…
Wellness Champion and NAMI-San Antonio Board
Member, Dr. Donnie Windham Whited, Psy.D, who
graduated from Breyer State Theology University with a
Doctor of Psychology in Behavioral Health Leadership in
conjunction with a Doctor of Psychology in Grief
Counseling.
Wellness Champion Tracy Hurte, who was recently
appointed BTCSA Team Leader of Praise Cathedral Church
of God in Christ (COGIC).
Wellness Champion & Team Leader Dr. Mary Jo
Rodriguez of St. Dominic Catholic Church, who accepted
the position of Co-Cohort Leader of District 7.
Our deepest condolences to…
Wellness Champion Angelia Hendricks-Holmes. on
the recent loss of her mother, Betty Holmes.
Have you, or someone you know in the NAMIBTCSA Family achieved something special, celebrated a
life-cycle event, or suffered a loss? Please let us know by
contacting Geri Gregory. We will list the joys and
sorrows here in order to share our support for one
another.
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Honor or Memorialize Someone
Special by Giving to NAMI-BTCSA
We offer you the opportunity to honor or
memorialize someone special by contributing to
NAMI-BTCSA. It’s so easy!
Simply click HERE to make your donation, and
we will list it in our Newsletter. Likewise, you can also
make the contribution, but ask that we NOT publish t
in the newsletter.
We can’t think of a better way to honor or
memorialize someone special than by giving the gift
of mental health.
Examples:
In honor of the 50th Birthday of Samuel
Smith, by Sally and John Mains.
In memory of Grace Munn, by Kenneth Paul.
In honor of Christie Salas, upon her
graduation from UTSA, by Flor Hernandez.
Also, please be sure to tell us who should receive the
acknowledgement for your contribution (We will not
reveal the amount).

Become a NAMI-BTCSA Training Sponsor!
While all NAMI-BTCSA trainings and sessions are offered at no cost to our Wellness Champions, there is a cost
to us. In order to continue to offer free training, we need your help in this area.
If you or your Organization/Congregation are able to fully or partially sponsor a training, contact Geri Gregory
for further information and instructions.
We gratefully accept any contribution you can make. Here are examples of Training listings once a sponsorship
has happened:
Tuesday, April 26, 3:00 to 5:00 pm
Domestic Violence: “Intimate Partner Violence in LGBTQIA Communities” (Fully sponsored by 123ABC Church; Offered
by The P.E.A.C.E. Initiative & Facilitated by Patricia Castillo & Bianca Sapet)
Wednesday, April 27, 6:00 to 8:00 pm
“Recovery from Substance Use” (Sponsored, in part, by San Antonio City Council Office, District 11; Provided by Rise
Recovery)
Please contact Geri Gregory for training costs and instructions. Thank you!

The NAMI San Antonio & BridgeBuzz Newsletter is published monthly. The
deadline for submissions is the 20th of the preceding month at 12:00 pm. Please submit
your articles and photos to Geri Gregory at geri.g@nami-sat.org. For questions, you may
also call 210-242-1226.
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NAMI-BTCSA Seen Around Town!
Now that our world is starting to open up after the Pandemic, NAMI-BTCSA can be seen in many
places around San Antonio. Many of these photos have been featured on the BTCSA Facebook page or the
NAMI-San Antonio Facebook page. Click to see each page, and don’t forget to “Like” us!

Blair Williamson of City Tribe Church proudly displays his
“Wellness Champion Certificate” that was given to him during
worship services by Pastor Joe Mena.

BTCSA’s Donna Costa took part in
a Woman’s Celebration at Divine Grace
United Methodist Church.

Pastor Sandra Leifeste of House of Prayer
Lutheran Church receives her Wellness Champion
Certificate from BTCSA’s Donna Costa, Cohort
Development Coordinator.

BTCSA’s Donna Costa visited St. Luke Baptist & was welcomed
warmly by Pastor Joe Barber and his congregation.
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